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01 Methods 

1.1 Design Requirements 
For the discount evaluation, we wanted to not only examine a few key utilitarian aspects of the                 
system, but also to understand the affective aspects of the overall user experience. Hence, we               
chose to evaluate one functional and one nonfunctional requirement.  

The system should facilitate remote synchronous workout 
This is one of our key functional requirements. In D1 and D2 user interviews, users repeatedly                
reflected that exercising synchronously with friends provides emotional support, higher levels of            
engagement, and a sense of cooperative satisfaction. Moreover, we found that simply            
introducing users to remote synchronous exercise is insufficient. For one, the inconvenience of             
switching between multiple software (e.g. exercise apps, video conferencing apps, etc.) could            
feel overwhelming and discouraging. Therefore, it is crucial that our system facilitate the entire              
remote workout experience.  
 
We hoped to make exercise a social activity and engage friends in health promoting behaviors.               
The core features of our system are three different ways for friends to exercise together, either                
spontaneously or planned. We hoped to test the user flow of “Ping a friend”, “Join a workout”,                 
and “Schedule a workout”, and gauge how well they contribute to facilitating remote             
synchronous workouts.  

The vibe of the system should be friendly and inviting; exercise should feel             
rewarding and promote camaraderie 
This key non-functional requirement revolves around making a socially friendly and           
psychologically safe platform for synchronous workouts. From our exploratory research and           
user interviews, we learned that casual exercisers can feel self-conscious or insecure; those             
who are trying to get back to an exercise routine can feel overwhelmed; some feel that working                 
out with others could be intimidating. Therefore, our goal was to design a friendly and inviting                
platform where users feel confident, rewarded, and socially supported throughout their           
workouts. 
 
We decided to assess whether our current design addresses users’ emotional and            
psychological needs because it is essential to the overall user experience. This requirement             
mainly relates to UX writing and visual design, which are key components of our high-fidelity               
prototype. Moreover, we hoped to gauge user affinity towards the vibe of the system, and how                
this platform makes them feel about exercise.  

1.2 Participants 
Our defined target population are as follow: 
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Participant inclusion criteria:  
● Between 22-34 years old 
● Intermediate workout experience (1-2 years) 
● Has stable internet access 
● Has working laptop, desktop computer, and/or tablet device 
● Has motivation / need to maintain a consistent exercise routine 

Participant exclusion criteria:  
● No internet access at all 
● Underlying, critical health issues (medically unfit to conduct unsupervised         

exercise) 
 
In the Discount evaluation, our sample size was small, i.e. 4 participants. However, they fulfilled               
all the defined inclusion criteria mentioned above, i.e. within specified age range, have             
intermediate workout experience, stable internet access, working device, and motivation to           
maintain fitness.  

1.3 Evaluation Techniques 
For the usability tests, we conducted task-based think-alouds revolving around three key            
features in our system: pinging a friend to start a workout together (“Ping”), joining a friend’s                
on-going workout session (“Join”), and scheduling a workout with friend(s) (“Schedule”). Our            
goal was to gauge the ease of use, as well as to identify any missing components in each user                   
flow. After each task, we asked participants to reflect upon information clarity / visibility, and               
whether various elements fit their mental model.The usability test script can be found in              
Appendix A. 
 
After all the tasks were completed, participants were requested to complete an exit survey              
(Appendix B), which consisted of self-report preference metrics about their experience with the             
system. We used this evaluation technique to gauge users’ affinity towards our design solution.  

1.4 Tasks 

Task-based Think-alouds 
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Task Evaluation Goal 

You want to work out with your 
friend now, ping them on this 
platform. 

a. What do you see right now 
to inform your decision? 

Since the “Ping”, “Join”, and “Schedule” features are at 
the core of our system, it is crucial to make them our 
priority and get user feedback on them first. The 
evaluation goals are as follows: 
 

● To test the user flow of “Ping”, “Join”, and 
“Schedule” features, in order to uncover any 



 

Survey 
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b. Why did you make that 
choice? 

missing steps in the flow 
 

● To understand users’ thoughts / 
decision-making process, and to gauge whether 
the features and their corresponding 
functionalities fit users’ mental model 
 

● To gauge whether the UX writing, and various 
visual components make sense to users. To 
ensure that key information is conveyed clearly. 

 
● To understand the effectiveness of the feature in 

helping users participate in remote synchronous 
workout sessions 

 
● To collect general user feedback on different 

aspects of each feature, including visual design, 
information hierarchy, missing components / 
information, etc.  

 

You want to exercise right now, and 
you want to join in with a friend.  

a. What do you see right now 
to inform your decision? 

b. Why did you make that 
choice? 

You’ve discussed with your friend 
and would like to work out 
consistently on Saturdays at a fixed 
time.  

a. What do you see right now 
to inform your decision? 

b. Why did you make that 
choice? 

General Question: 
Do you have any other comments?  

● To give users the opportunity to reflect on their 
overall experience with the system 

 
● To collect general user feedback on different 

aspects of the interface, including visual design, 
information hierarchy, missing components / 
information, etc. 

 
● To capture any additional comments and 

feedback from users 

Question Rationale 

If this interface was a person, who 
would it be? 

To gauge a user 's impression of the system’s vibe. 
E.g., Is it warm, inviting, and/or friendly? Or something 
else? 

Which features do you see yourself 
using? Why?  

To gauge user interest and preferences within the 
system, as well as what works well versus what is not 
working well 

Which features are your least 
favorite (if any)? Why? 

To gauge gaps, issues, and weaknesses in the current 
design and understand what elements are not working 
for users 

Likert section 



 

1.5 Analysis Process 
During the discount evaluations, team members wrote down notes and attached them to             
specific elements of our Figma prototype, noting the user along the way.  
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I would use the 'Ping a friend' 
feature frequently.  

To gauge usefulness, relevance, and usability of this 
feature to users 

I would use the 'Join a workout' 
feature frequently.  

To gauge usefulness, relevance, and usability of this 
feature to users 

I would like to use the 'Schedule a 
workout' feature frequently. 

To gauge usefulness, relevance, and usability of this 
feature to users 

Overall, I found the various 
functions in this system were 
well-integrated. 

To gauge user experience and flow from one function to 
the next; identify the user overall feel and impression 
when moving across different functions  

Overall, I found this system 
cumbersome to use. 

To gauge overall system usability and how the user 
experiences impacted their emotions e.g. frustration vs 
effortlessness 

Overall, I'd imagine that most 
people would learn to use the 
system very quickly. 

To gauge user impression on the intuitiveness and 
learning curve in using this system for most people 

I felt confident using the system as 
a whole. 

To gauge effectiveness of system in enabling user to 
achieve their intended goals  

I think this system would encourage 
me and my friend(s) to work out 
together and hold each other 
accountable. 

To gauge effectiveness of system in facilitating social 
interaction and consequently, exercise accountability  

This platform makes me feel that 
exercise is rewarding. 

To gauge effectiveness of system in encouraging user 
action via foci on social aspects and warm, inviting 
system vibes 



 

The notes were then extracted from the Figma prototype, noting the specific element or              
view that they were attached to in order to maintain context. We added these notes to a Mural,                  
grouping related notes together based on the elements they were affixed to. From there, once               
the notes were grouped, we went through an affinity mapping process to distill user feedback of                
each view or element into themes. 
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Figure 1.5.1. The feedback our users left, contextualized by element on our Figma prototype 



 

 
Figure 1.5.3. Our feedback, compiled into an affinity map. Further sorted into broader categories in pink notes. 
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Figure 1.5.2. Our feedback, compiled into an affinity map. Yellow notes are user sentiments, blue notes are 
themes. 



 

02 Results 

2.1 User Task Success Rate 
During the Discount Evaluation, 4 of 4 (100%) participants were able to successfully navigate              
and achieve all the set user goals without any guidance or prompting. This indicated a high                
success rate for the user flows and scenarios that we tested during this session. The user flows                 
and pages we tested were: 

● Ping feature. You want to work out with your friend now, ping them on this platform. 
● Join feature. You want to exercise right now, and you want to join in with a friend. 
● Schedule feature. You’ve discussed with your friend and would like to work out             

consistently on Saturdays at a fixed time. 

2.2 Usability Testing Results 
This section expounds on the analyzed user feedback we gathered from the discount             
evaluation. The following are themes, followed by user feedback that fell into those themes,              
based on our affinity mapping analysis.  

Lack of menu clarity 
We found recurring themes of lack of clarity in time stamps shown of other active users / friends                  
and details related to a user’s / friend’s ongoing workout session.  
 
Firstly, the time stamps shown next to the names of friends in the sidebar are unclear to the                  
participants. They were unsure what the time shown signified. Participant 4 (U4) said, “I don't               
know if it's 12 mins into or 12-min remaining.”, U2 wondered, “12 minutes elapsed? total               
workout time? minutes remaining? what does it mean?”, and U3 expressed, “I assume that’s the               
time he has to workout, or it can mean he’s been working out for 5 mins”. 
 
The next issue with clarity was uncertainty about a friend's workout session details. Firstly, the               
connotation of the ‘workout type’ next to the friend’s name was unclear; U3 mentioned, “It says                
‘cardio’ on his name, so I’m thinking he’s strictly interested in doing that only.” Next, a user                 
mentioned that they are glad to be able to see a friend’s current progress in the video, but lack                   
the certainty and information if the friend was planning to do the entire video tutorial or only                 
part(s) of it. U3 mentioned, “...would be easier if there’s explicit info - [I don’t know] if he wants to                    
do only certain parts in a video or the entire [video].” 

Jargon 
We found three issues related to jargon in the system. Mainly, users thought "tutorials" meant               
tutorials for the app itself, users felt categories may require more explanation, and that the               
language of this application should be more consistent. 
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Firstly, a user was confused that the term ‘Calendar’ and ‘Schedule’ was used interchangeably              
within the system. They commented that it might be helpful to keep the phrasing consistent               
throughout the system to avoid confusion.  
 
Next, a user was confused with the term ‘tutorial’. They had the impression that ‘tutorial’ meant                
‘tutorials’ for using the system as opposed to ‘workout tutorial’ which was the intended meaning. 
 
Third, some users felt that they needed more clarity for some categories. U2 mentioned, “...I still                
don't know what [HIIT] means.” although there was a tooltip to explain that workout category.               
Next, U4 felt that the onboarding user survey may need more flexibility as the survey currently                
asks for overall skill level, whereas, “..people may consider themselves differently for different             
types of workouts.” 
 
Lastly, the term ‘Ping’ had some ambiguity. U4 expressed, “I don't know what "Ping" means               
here. Maybe it means message? It means "invite". Ping is tech jargon.” In the system, ‘Ping’                
meant ‘start a spontaneous / instant workout session’ with a friend.  

Issues with spontaneity 
The main concern repeated by three of four participants, is that they were concerned about               
joining an ongoing workout session simultaneously. They mostly commented on uncertainty of            
information and the social consequences e.g. awkwardness. U1 commented that, “No one            
wants to jump into [the] middle of [an] exercise. … [I] wouldn't want to join in and make it                   
awkward.” U3 mentioned that they “...would like to know how much time the friend has to                
workout, if [there’s] only 2 mins left, I wouldn’t [want to] bother them.” 

Conflicts with existing mental models 
The four main issues found within this theme were  

1. Mismatch between system and user's mental model 
2. Some confusion in the layout 
3. Users needing more explanation of the system mental model 
4. Confusion about some user flow 

 
Firstly, users felt that the action of starting a workout is not reflected in the choice of language                  
used, i.e. ‘Ping’. They also mentioned that if they wanted to workout privately, they would not                
‘Ping’ a friend at all; since the prototype design displayed a friend’s name before starting a                
workout session, users thought that was conflicting. Next, U4 expected that if they ‘Ping’ a               
friend, that that friend’s name would be auto selected in the modal - which was not the case.                  
Lastly, U3 mentioned that they expected to see their friend’s video when they joined a workout                
session, which was not the case in the prototype when it led them to a full screen of a workout                    
tutorial.  
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More flexibility / customizability is preferred 
Here, we found two themes that are ‘users prefer to utilize the scheduling function in different                
ways’ and ‘users would like more customizability / flexibility for Friends Bar’. For scheduling, U4               
mentioned they wanted to be able to create their own workout schedule there, and leave it for                 
other friends to come join, but, they were also candid that they might not always know “workouts                 
[they’d] like to do beforehand”; they felt this need was not fulfilled in the current prototype                
design. U3 mentioned that they want to be able to indicate the time zone to accommodate for                 
friends in various time zones. 
 
For the Friend’s list in the sidebar, U1 expressed that they would appreciate “some              
accommodation for no notification modes” in order to have more user control for customization.              
Next, U4 mentioned that it might be an intuitive and efficient feature to be able to “drag and drop                   
friend(s) from friends list and add to calendar”. 

New feature user suggestions 
In this section, users gave their suggestions for some features that they feel they might find                
helpful. For workout tutorial videos, U1 wants more than ‘saving’ a video to a playlist; they also                 
want to be able to ‘like’ a video. They expressed that they think there should be different levels                  
of interactions with tutorials e.g. reactions, ‘likes’, so that the system can better calculate a               
user’s preferences and give better video recommendations. 

Improve prototype visual clarity 
In this section, we identified quick fixes to the system that were voiced by users. Firstly, U3 was                  
surprised and felt a mismatch in their mental model when they did not see their friend’s video in                  
a group workout session; this would require a quick fix to the prototype design and not so much                  
a system design.  
 
Next, U3 commented that they would like to see the microphone icon change when muted               
versus unmuted. This would give users a better sense of system visibility and behavior with the                
icon feedback. 
 
Lastly, in the progress cards, U3 felt that having photo icons of friends they worked out with for                  
the day would be more engaging and friendly to them, instead of seeing just their names.  

Further polish prototype 
Here, users expressed some flaws that could be quick retouches to the prototype/system             
design. Firstly, U3 noted that on the Progress page, although the user might have repeated               
workout types, seeing it listed twice looked like a glitch to them.  
 
Next, U3 pointed out some grammar issues on the Onboarding page survey e.g. goal → goal(s)                
and ‘experience’ → ‘experience.’ in a prompt..  
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Lastly, both U3 and U4 expressed their preference for the system to remember the user's last                
preferences before starting or joining a workout session. U3 wanted the system to “remember              
settings for next time”. For U4, they wanted the option to opt out of using video tutorials when                  
working out, and suggested having 3 selectable buttons. "No." "Yes." "No, and never ask again."               
when working out on the platform for the first time. 

More flexibility in exercises 
In this space, users wanted more customizability for exercises. For example, U1 wants the              
ability to incorporate external workouts into this app; they mentioned, “I should be able to log                
custom workouts” in the Home [and Progress] page to more accurately capture user activity              
data.  
 
Next, some users felt there were missing components that would be useful to add. In the                
Onboarding survey page, U2 felt that given the purpose of this system using social support to                
encourage exercise, there should be an option for selecting social preferences during the             
onboarding process. Next, U2 also expressed that “ab-focused workouts missing”, which           
reflected a similar sentiment to U4, who felt that “specific muscle groups” should be included in                
the workout type preferences, in addition to the broader categories e.g. upper body strength. 

Improve means of connecting with friends 
In this section, user comments reflected improved ways to connect with friends. U3 suggested              
having music options to play during group or individual workout sessions, “I'm looking for a               
music option; e.g. playlist, [in] addition to workout. [I’d like the music to play the] whole time                 
while using the app, but each [user, on their] end can pick their own music to play.” They                  
suggested that the music would play on the end of each user without affecting the workout                
session as a whole.  
 
Next, in the Schedule feature, U1 suggested to “maybe show friends' exercises” on the calendar               
so that they have more information and can perhaps plan ahead if they intend on joining that                 
workout session. U1 also suggested adding a messaging system to be able to directly reach out                
to friends on the system without needing to use an external messaging system.  

Wins for usability 
This section reports the positive feedback users gave on the system’s usability. U3 was very               
satisfied with the ready recommendations on the Start Exercise Modal. They mentioned that             
they “like the recommendations” and would “choose tutorials that are related to [them]”. They              
did note that there was “a lot going on here” but they “like the preset [workout] categories”. They                  
also noted that they would likely “[view] the ones with the highest views and votes because                
[these videos] have been ‘filtered’ [vetted] by the community”. 
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In the Onboarding page, U3 liked the language used and felt that they were clear and easy to                  
understand. They also thought that the answer options given were good and relevant to them               
e.g. time range for workout session duration. 

Wins for visual design 
Here, user feedback highlighted positive aspects of the system’s visual design. On first             
impressions, U3 mentioned that they like the system’s colors, minimalism, and also felt the              
designs were not distracting. U3 commented that the design was clean with consistent color;              
they also mentioned that the card system (Home page) was an effective way of organizing the                
information to keep the layout uncluttered. U3 also mentioned that the Schedule page design              
was clean and thus, aesthetically pleasing to look at.  
 
U1 also expressed their approval for the Home page, expressing that they thought it was               
“awesome”.  

2.3 Survey Results 
We asked all four participants to rate each statement (preference metric) on a scale of 1- 5 (1 =                   
Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree). The results are shown below.  

User preference for “Schedule a workout”, “Join a workout”, and “Ping a            
friend” 
All four participants gave a rating of 5 (Strongly Agree) for “I would like to use the 'Schedule a                   
workout' feature frequently.” (Figure 2.3.1) One participant wrote in the free response section,             
“I’d schedule (a) workout session, leaving it open for folks to join. I have my own workout                 
regiment that I don't really do things outside of.” Another participant noted “(I see myself using)                
scheduling a workout session, because I value that consistency and safety of knowing when              
and with whom I'm working out.” 

 
Figure 2.3.1. Bar graph of user ratings for “I would use the ‘Schedule a workout’ feature frequently.” (Sample size = 4) 
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The rating for the “Ping a friend” feature varied largely. Two people did not think they’d use the 
feature frequently; one participant felt neutral about using the feature on a regular basis; and 
one participant reflected that maybe they’d use it frequently (Figure 2.3.2). One participant 
mentioned more commonly used communication channels such as text messages: “I’m least 
likely to use the ‘Pinging a friend’ feature, since I'm more likely to call or text them.” One 
participant brought up the concern of not receiving a timely response: “maybe they'll just ignore 
the desktop notification and I'll end up wasting time waiting for a response.” 

 
Figure 2.3.2. Bar graph of user ratings for “I would use the ‘Ping a friend’ feature frequently.” (Sample size = 4) 

 
There was also no consensus on the “Join a workout” feature. Three participants did not think                
they’d use the “Join” feature frequently, whereas one participant reported that they’d use it              
frequently (Figure 2.3.3). Some participants expressed concerns about missing out on important            
parts of a workout. One participant wrote in the free response section, “Joining a session               
midway through feels like I'm missing out on time to stretch or warm up. Also missing out on the                   
first part of the exercise.” Another participant had a similar concern and mentioned “I feel a bit                 
intimidated by the concept of joining an ongoing workout session. If my friend is already in the                 
middle of a workout, I may just jump into their workout session for the call but start my own                   
video (or their tutorial, but from the beginning). Perhaps being able to see who else is in the                  
session and would be helpful too!” One participant also reflected that “It seems like it'd be rare                 
to stumble upon my friends while they're already working out, but even if I did I might feel like I                    
missed an important part of the workout earlier on.” 
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Figure 2.3.3. Bar graph of user ratings for “I would use the ‘Join a workout’ feature frequently.” (Sample size = 4) 

System Usability  
Overall, participants found the various functions in the system to be relatively well-integrated.             
Two people gave a rating of 4 (“Somewhat Agree”) and 5 (“Strongly Agree”), respectively              
(Figure 2.3.4).  

 
Figure 2.3.4. Bar graph of user ratings for “Overall, I found the various functions in the system were well integrated.” 

(Sample size = 4) 
 

For the usability of the system, all participants agreed that the system was easy to use. Our                 
participants felt relatively confident using the system, as all the ratings ranged between 4 and 5                
(Figures 2.3.5, 2.3.6). As for system learnability, three participants believed that most people             
would learn to use the system quickly, while one felt neutral about the learnability of the system                 
(Figure 2.3.7).  
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Figure 2.3.5. Bar graph of user ratings for “Overall, I found this system cumbersome to use.” (Sample size = 4) 

 
Figure 2.3.6. Bar graph of user ratings for “I felt confident using the system as a whole.” (Sample size = 4) 

 
Figure 2.3.7. Bar graph of user ratings for “Overall, I’d imagine that most people would learn to use the system very 

quickly.” (Sample size = 4) 
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Non-functional requirement: The vibe of the system should be friendly and           
inviting; exercise should feel rewarding and promote camaraderie 
For this part of the survey, we wanted to gauge participants’ impression of the user interface                
and its overall vibe. None of the participants associated the interface with intense, strict, or               
demanding characters. All participants described the interface as friendly, motivational, and           
invigorating (Figure 2.3.8). The responses gave us a rough idea of the affective / emotional               
effect of the system. 

 
Figure 2.3.8. Pie chart of user responses to “If this interface was a person, who would it be?” (Sample size = 4) 

 
Participants felt relatively confident that the system will encourage friends to exercise together             
and hold each other accountable (Figure 2.3.9). Two participants gave a rating of 4 (“Somewhat               
Agree”), while two gave a rating of 5 (“Strongly Agree”). 

 
Figure 2.3.9. Bar graph of user ratings for “I think this system would encourage me and my friends to exercise 

together and hold each other accountable.” (Sample size = 4) 
 

Participants held different opinions about whether the platform provides a sense of reward for              
completing workouts. Two participants did not feel that the system makes exercise feel             
rewarding; one participant felt neutral; and one participant thought the interface provides a             
sense of achievement” (Figure 2.3.10).  
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Figure 2.3.10. Bar graph of user ratings for “This platform makes me feel exercise is rewarding.” (Sample size = 4) 

 

2.4 Poster Session Feedback 

A mobile app for future development 
Based on discount evaluation feedback, we wanted to get further feedback on whether a              
desktop app is the most suitable platform for our solution. As a result, several users reflected                
that a mobile app (or designing a mobile version in addition to the desktop app) would be more                  
suitable for exercise spontaneously with friends. “I think [the systeme] works better as a mobile               
app. I don't think I would use a desktop app for exercising with my friends.” Two users                 
suggested that a mobile app could be very convenient for outdoor contexts. One user said, “I                
think having the capability to use a mobile application that works hand in hand with this desktop                 
app would be great. For example, if I'm working out outside in a park with a friend, together or                   
distant (video call style), it might be nice to use my phone.” Another user shared the same                 
opinion, “If you want to support working out together, then you have to consider the contexts in                 
which workouts happen. Some can be done in the home where a laptop may comfortably sit,                
record, and be connected to wifi, but where else do people exercise? Outdoors, right? I would                
say having a mobile version is therefore an absolute must. ” 

03 Discussion 

3.1 Design Requirement Evaluation  

Facilitates remote synchronous workouts 

Results for our system’s usability were quite positive, suggesting our design does effectively             
facilitate remote synchronous workouts. Every user was able to complete each of their tasks              
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without error and each reported high marks in usability after the fact. We can confidently say                
that our design does help users engage in remote synchronous exercise. That said, users also               
reported issues with menu clarity and jargon, meaning we can likely make even more usability               
gains moving forward. 
 
The most concerning feedback we received is related to spontaneous exercise. Users were             
confused about the ping and join systems, misunderstanding the statuses on the friends bar or               
not understanding the ping/join flow entirely. Worse, and potentially fatal to the feature as a               
concept, users were consistently hesitant about the idea of joining their friends mid-exercise,             
worrying that they would be interrupting or that they wouldn't be getting a full workout.  
 
While not an explicit component of this requirement, we understood spontaneity one of the              
novel vectors through which we would promote synchronous exercise. Our intent with the             
feature had been to make exercise feel like an activity that one could more casually join, but our                  
solution clearly didn't achieve that. Granted, the idea was originally conceived within the context              
of running, and in our haste to design, overlooked the essential differences in between that and                
more structured exercise regimens like bodyweight routines or yoga. The latter require warm-up             
periods, involve intense, periodic exercises that shouldn't be interrupted, and potentially move            
through several different chapters of exercise (e.g. leg workouts then upper body workouts) that              
shouldn't simply be skipped. These are functional components of the exercises themselves, and             
our system isn't equipped to reconcile those components with spontaneity. Frankly, it may             
simply be impossible to work around those hurdles, but to know for certain would require a more                 
thorough investigation of exercise itself. 
 
Fortunately, the system doesn’t require spontaneity to encourage remote synchronous exercise,           
so the design as a whole is still workable; this particular aspect, however, will need to be                 
rethought. Indeed, given the structure of our users’ current mental models, and their desire for               
more extensive scheduling functionality,  

The vibe of the system should be friendly & inviting 
Results for this requirement were less definitive, which is understandable given the more             
interpretive nature of affect, but nevertheless, users provided fairly positive feedback about the             
visual design of our system, and more importantly they all described the application with              
positive, welcoming characters in the post-evaluation survey. That said, we harbor some            
doubts. While reflections were positive, user reactions during the evaluation session made little             
mention of affect and as we’ll address in the next section, users’ reactions were mixed when                
asked to rate how rewarding they felt this interface made exercise. This leads us to believe that                 
users, when prompted, recalled the interface being friendly overall, but certain sections of it may               
lack the degree of affect we were aiming for. 

Exercise should feel rewarding & promotes camaraderie 
Survey results indicated that most users did not find that the system particularly made them feel                
that exercise was rewarding. Two users rated this requirement as Strongly Disagree and             
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Disagree, one user was Neutral, while one user Strongly Agreed that the platform made them               
feel that exercise is rewarding. The varied reaction indicated to us that further research and               
design work needs to be done for this requirement. The aim would be to get a majority,                 
preferably >80% of users agreeing that the platform makes exercise rewarding for them.  
 
However, it is important to note some caveats. Particularly, our sample size for this evaluation               
was small, i.e. four users, and this carries some limitations e.g. their reaction and response               
might not be reflective of a more generalized population. Next, another possible limitation is the               
lack of contextual experience; the prototype evaluation session did not include an actual             
synchronous exercise with their friends. Thus, our users leveraged their imagination to envision             
themselves in the hypothetical environment and predicted their actions, thoughts, and behaviors            
that way. 

3.2 Design Iteration 

Improve clarity 

While users were ultimately able to complete core tasks, many noted several areas of confusion               
stemming from jargon, inconsistent wording, and vague interface design. Jargon in menu items             
can be fixed by using more recognizable language. For instance, “Ping” should probably be              
changed to “Invite,” as it’s a more common term for the action the user is actually performing. In                  
cases where we can’t rely on more familiar terminology, we should include an explanation of the                
feature in the onboarding, so users can at least learn what the term means in the context of the                   
system. Exercise jargon like HIIT should have more thorough tooltips that actually explain what              
the term entails. Inconsistency should also be a quick fix: wherever we have inconsistent terms,               
we simply choose what appears to be the most recognizable and use that. 
 
Vague interface design is more to resolve, though fortunately, it appears to be isolated to the                
friends bar. For this, we’ll need to redesign friend statues so users understand that they mean                
friends are exercising and that they’re currently doing a particular kind of exercise, e.g. cardio.               
Firstly, we can add better visual indicators to distinguish people who are idle and currently               
working out like a colored badge on the profile picture. We should also reword the exercise                
indicator from the vague “Cardio · 12 min” to “Doing Cardio for 12 min,” so users won’t be                  
uncertain whether it means “exercising for the past 12 minutes,” “exercising for a total of 12                
minutes,” or “exercising with 12 minutes remaining.” 

Reducing clutter 

Several users noted that the home screen had an abundance of information, and besides              
making it more difficult to parse, it makes our design more overwhelming, so to fix this, the                 
home screen and notifications need to be amended. Firstly, we should try removing the “Join               
Friend’s Workout” section, as it’s largely redundant with the join button on the friends bar. While                
this section had more in-depth information regarding your friends’ workouts on it, users can still               
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view this information through the friends bar, and we believe the benefits of decluttering the               
home page is worth the loss in immediate visibility. A user also asked for the option to disable                  
notifications. While this does remove a critical aspect of our design, we believe that this will                
ultimately accommodate more users who would prefer the application maintain a lower profile. 

Improving or removing spontaneity 

As we discussed in the previous requirement evaluation session, spontaneity as a concept may              
be untenable given the functional realities of exercise, so we may want to remove the ping/join                
system entirely, and focus exclusively on the scheduling experience to promote synchronous            
exercise. While it would be sad to abandon this concept entirely, it would allow us to focus our                  
design around an interaction flow users are more comfortable with, and would completely avoid              
the confusion around the ping/join system. The friend bar could still be leveraged to inform               
users what exercises their friends are doing, and even encourage them to do the same exercise                
on their own time. 
 
Alternatively, we could attempt to retain spontaneity by trying to improve it. For instance, if you                
wish to join in the middle of a friend’s exercise, the system could first take you through a warm                   
up routine on your own, then insert you into the call with your friend at a rest period. Friend                   
statuses could also be made more informative so users could more easily tell if it’s a good time                  
to join, so rather than just showing the kind of exercise a friend is doing and how long they’ve                   
been doing it, statuses could show where friends are in individual sections of an exercise (e.g. if                 
they’re performing a multi-round circuit exercise, which round they’re on) and how close they are               
to completing their whole session. Of course, the only means we currently have to get this                
information is via the tutorial videos, so we’d need to curate the videos on our platform more                 
vigorously and tag individual sections of each video with these details. 

Improve reward & affect 
When it comes to the mixed responses we received about how rewarding our system is, we                
believe the issue lies in our progress system. Though, informative, it doesn’t present information              
in a way that’s particularly encouraging. Users can see their exercise history, but our design               
doesn’t compel them to really feel the progress that they’ve made. We can remedy this with a bit                  
of gamification. Currently, our prototype merely lands users on the progress screen once             
they’ve finished their workout; a better design might show a simple breakdown of the exercise               
they currently completed, and then, replete with fun animations, show the progress they made              
today get added to their overall progress. Further, we could implement near- and long-term              
goals for users to achieve and share with their friends. 

Improving friend dynamics 

One of our users suggested that we add a messaging system in our design to better facilitate                 
scheduling and to create a tailored space for users to discuss exercise. Indeed, we had               
considered the idea in our ideation phase, but dropped it, as it would have required too much                 
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effort to implement alongside every other feature. However, going forward, a messaging system             
would clearly help build a greater sense of camaraderie between users and their friends, and               
encourage discussion around exercise-related wellness. 
 
Another user requested that we add music playing features which was, in fact, the original               
concept for this design, so we’d be perfectly amenable to exploring this feature. Much like the                
tutorial system, users could create playlists together which they could listen to during sessions.              
Though this would be a peripheral system, we believe that this would make our design               
significantly feel significantly more welcoming, as users would be able to craft a more              
personalized exercise experience. 

3.3 Future Inquiry 

Make fitness engaging and fun 

While our users considered our prototype to be usable and overall understandable, they             
indicated to our team that they felt the system should be more encouraging and emphasize               
progress more. This includes recognizing and celebrating the user’s completion of an exercise             
session, as well as providing “next step” recommendations. While the usability of a system is               
important, usability alone will not motivate users to continue their exercise. Future work in              
developing fitness systems should focus on emphasizing and rewarding user progression, as            
well as encouraging users to make commitments. Future work should also explore            
recommendations in terms of tutorials: our prototype has a search interface that is untailored to               
the user’s previously-consumed tutorials. Adding recommendations and personalization could         
potentially improve user motivation to exercise as well. 

Keep the user engaged while exercising 
Users also mentioned interest in improving the engagement of live exercise. Our initial designs              
included improvements for the in-exercise experience, but ultimately we decided to avoid those             
changes for fear of creating an unfamiliar environment. Future applications should venture            
beyond “tutorial and video call”-style applications, and seek to make the live exercise             
experience more engaging. This could be achieved perhaps through gamifying the live exercise             
experience, or adding a cooperative aspect to exercise: creating obstacles that are            
surmountable if participants each contribute towards overcoming it in their workout. 

Incorporate personal trainers’ insights 
Our process for constructing this prototype focused exclusively on users hoping to get in shape.               
However, other stakeholders should be involved in the design process as well. Physical trainers              
would have insights into how to engage people in their exercise, how to encourage consistency,               
avoid harming oneself while exercising unsupervised, etc. In addition, trainers want           
opportunities to connect with their customers. We should explore the role that personal trainers              
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have in the process of exercise, as well as opportunities for personal trainers to engage their                
trainees, irrespective of distance. 

Keeping things portable 
One piece of feedback we were expecting to hear from our users was the desire for a mobile                  
application so that fitness could leave the home. Our decision to bring our prototype to large                
screens was motivated by larger devices’ longer battery life, increased processing power, and             
large screen real estate capable of displaying both an active tutorial as well as other               
participants’ live video feeds. However, one trade-off made for larger screens was a lack of               
portability. Moving remote, synchronous exercise to a mobile context will allow for a wider              
variety of tutorials, and provide users with increased freedom. Future work should investigate             
how mobile devices can support synchronicity and co-presence while maintaining battery life            
and not eagerly consuming users’ data plans. 

04 Reflection 

4.1 Avoid dwelling on one idea during ideation 
Our ideation process was rather slow; rather than attempting to define high-level goals for each               
idea and moving to the next, we spent a significant amount of time on individual ideas, getting                 
into low level details that were less relevant to the ideation process. By doing so, we not only                  
struggled to give each idea the attention that it deserved, but we also shied away from ideas                 
that we had self-defined as difficult based on our own preconceived notions. 

4.2 Building on the ideas of others 
One of the most effective parts of our iteration process was our ability to build upon the ideas of 
our teammates. Once all of our ideas had been centralized in one MURAL board, we practiced 
the “yes, and” technique that we had discussed in class to generate new ideas (or add on to 
existing ideas) from those on the board. After a few rounds of this idea generation, we had a 
wealth of new ideas that built upon one another in meaningful ways. 

4.3 Increasing scale of data collection 
Since most of the data collected in this project was qualitative in this project, collecting that data 
was a time-intensive and costly process. Many of the conclusions that we made were derived 
from a limited pool of users, so increasing that pool would help us reinforce or revise our design 
requirements. This could also be accomplished by using quantitative data in addition to 
qualitative data. By combining modalities, we can supplement our in-depth, expensive 
conclusions with cheaper, larger-scale data from surveys. 
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05 Team Contributions 
The following are each team member’s contribution to the group project at the D4 phase which                
includes the poster session and website creation. 

Gabriel 
● Attended meetings in a timely and consistently manner 
● Conducted discount evaluation 
● Synthesized findings from evaluations alongside team 
● Wrote sections in the report, including: Reflection, Future Inquiry 
● Attended meetings on time and contributed to team discussions 
● Gave feedback on poster design for poster session 
● Contributed content for project website 

John 
● Attended meetings in a timely and consistently manner 
● Helped formulate discount evaluation 
● Conducted discount evaluation 
● Contributed content to the initial research page on the website 
● Finalized the design of the website 
● Wrote the Design Requirement Evaluation and Design Iteration sections 

Phoebe 
● Attended meetings in a timely and consistently manner 
● Participated and contributed in brainstorming and strategy sessions 
● Contributed content for project website  
● Helped plan for evaluation methods in the discount evaluation sessions, alongside team 
● Created digital survey to accompany Discount Evaluation 
● Conducted Discount Evaluation with user  
● Synthesized findings from evaluations alongside team 
● Helped build and refine presentation slides for poster session 
● Wrote sections in the report, including Survey methods, Results, and Discussion 

Wenrui 
● Attended meetings on time and contributed to team discussions 
● Helped plan for evaluation methods in the discount evaluation sessions, alongside team 
● Created Usability Testing Script for Discount Evaluation 
● Conducted Discount Evaluation 
● Synthesized findings from evaluations alongside team 
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● Wrote sections 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 (Task-based Think-alouds), 2.3 (Survey Results) and 2.4 
(Poster Session Feedback) in the report. Contributed to Discussion (3.2 Design Iteration) 
section. 

● Scheduled team meetings and check-ins  
● Helped design the project poster for Poster Session 
● Contributed content for project website 
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06 Appendix 

A. Usability Test Script 

Objective 
Identify usability problems in our current prototype, and assess user affinity with our design.  

Preparation 
1. Send figma prototype link: 

https://www.figma.com/proto/ADmy93KpC8zKC12Cm1vgVe/Visual-Language?node-id=
186%3A802&scaling=min-zoom 

2. RECORD THE SESSION!  

Introduction  
[2 mins] 
Hi [participant name]. Thanks for being here today. This session will be recorded, are you 
alright with that?  
 
[Briefly explain context] 
You’ll be interacting with this prototype that was created to encourage friends to work out 
together virtually, and with that social support, consequently help users develop a consistent 
workout routine. I’m going to ask you to complete some tasks using this prototype, and I’d like to 
get your feedback on how easy or difficult it was to complete each task. I also ask that you talk 
me through your decision-making process for each step you take. Please feel free to elaborate 
on the issues you encounter, and any gaps in the task flows.  
 
[Notes] 

a. Feel free to be completely honest, we won’t be offended as we want to improve our 
system. 

b. We’re testing the prototype, not your skills.  
c. Please feel free to ask questions at any point.  

 
Do you have any questions before we get started? 

Procedure 
Ask participants to share their screen.  

Part 1. Give Participant Time to Get Familiar With Prototype  

We’d like to give you 2-3 minutes to play with the interface before we delve in to the task-based 
think-alouds.  
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Part 2. Prototype Walkthrough and Think Aloud  
[8 mins] “Ping” Feature /Tasks 1:  
You want to work out with your friend now, ping them on this platform. 

a. What do you see right now to inform your decision? 
b. Why did you make that choice? 

 
[8 mins] “Join” Feature /Tasks 2:  
You want to exercise right now, and you want to join in with a friend.  
(Vary time / workout type) 

a. What do you see right now to inform your decision? 
b. Why did you make that choice? 

 
[8 mins] “Schedule” Feature /Tasks 3:  
You’ve discussed with your friend and would like to work out consistently on Saturdays at a 
fixed time.  

a. What do you see right now to inform your decision? 
b. Why did you make that choice? 

 
[2-3 mins] General Question [if have time]: 

1. Do you have any other comments?  

Part 3: Survey (Self-reported Preference Metrics) 

Link: https://forms.gle/dbndgsXM5AS7RvvN7  

Lastly, there’s a survey that we’d love for you to complete, preferably after this session / class or 
tonight, so that your experience is still fresh in your head. It should take about 5-10 minutes. 
We’d really appreciate your feedback. Thank you! 
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B. Survey 
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